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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

I got a great question a little while back from one of my listeners who is an 
overwhelmed single parent. Libby shared her deeply personal struggles with me. But I 
realized that I really haven’t shared about my personal story. Yes, I talk about my kids 
and some of our struggles and how I deal with them, but I mean my true personal 
story, my true why as to why helping parents is so important to me. 

Because this parent was brave enough to share her story with me, I realized it’s time for 
me to be brave enough to share mine with all of you. She shared with me that she grew 
up with a difficult upbringing, and is currently in therapy working on past issues with 
abandonment. She is  trying her very best to give her kids security, and attention, but 
feels like she might be falling short, since she often feels burnt out. Not just from taking 
care of everyone’s basic daily needs but additionally working on her own personal 
emotional health and growth. This listener, says “I care a lot about raising my kids right, 
and i guess i feel guilty when i cant give them my undivided attention most days.” This 
listeners struggle with guilt in addition to her own journey towards mental health, hit 
me so close to home. But I also think, regardless of our how amazing or difficult our 
childhoods may have been, I think we all feel guilty to some degree for not being able 
to give our kids more time and attention and therefore that this is an area that we can 
all relate to, how much is enough? Where is that line between giving our kids enough 
to thrive and also making sure we don’t give away so much that we are hurting 
ourselves. 

So I will circle back to the listeners question after I share about my story, which also 
became my reason for wanting to help parents be their best for themselves and their 
kids, helping them have confidence in their skills and their relationships with their kids. 

My very first memory is being screamed at, out of control, red in the face, screamed at. 
I was maybe 2 years old. It was the end of the day after I’d been at the sitters all day 
and my mom had picked me up after work. I’m pretty sure I had been asked to do 
something, like take off my shoes or coat or something and I had refused. My mom’s 
boyfriend had dropped off Disney books and balloons for me and I was so excited to 



look at them. Then the out of control screaming and threats started. She was out of 
control. I was scared and broke down and had a tantrum of my very own. This is my first 
memory. Fast forward some 36 or so odd years later and I’m rocking my very own 
newborn baby boy. It was the witching hour, after 4PM, with a high needs baby who 
didn’t know how to sleep. He was beet red, screaming his little lungs out. I looked into 
this sweet little face, this innocent and amazing little being that I had made and I cried 
because I loved him so much it overwhelmed me and in that moment, I swore I would 
let his first memory be something negative, that his first memory of me would be of 
something sweet and loving or silly or anything other than fear, anger or sadness. As 
you may imagine, that incident was very much a foreshadowing of a lot of my 
childhood. I don’t mean to send the impression that there were not good moments or 
that my parents didn’t do nice things for me, or work hard to make try to make my life a 
good one. They did, in their way. But unfortunately, it was overshadowed by a lot of 
anger throughout the years, blowups, screaming, yelling, verbal and yes even some 
physical abuse. It meant a lot of resentment on my part. It meant they lost a lot of 
credibility to guide me, especially once I was a teen. It also meant that the level or our 
connection was and still is very limited. Too much pain. Too much hurt. Too much lost 
trust. 

So how was I going to do this? How was I going to forge a different path with my 
family? How would I find a different road map when I didn’t know where or how that 
road started? It didn’t matter, I was going to have to find it. The price was too high if I 
didn’t.  

A few days later, I decided that I wasn’t just going to help our family but that I wanted 
to help as many parents and families as I could. that I was going to figure out the path 
and then share it with any parent who was interested in changing patterns in their own 
families. So I decided to go back and get my masters in psychology and to make my 
specialty child development, parenting and families. I wanted to save families from as 
much pain as possible. Pain of regret, pain of misunderstandings, pain from lessons 
learned the hard way or not learned at all. Yes, i was going to save people from lots of 
pain! So that’s exactly what I did! I filled out an application in August. That next 
January, I took my first class, that was needed before I could start the program. I 
started the program in July. My first baby was now 16 months old and I was 4 months 
pregnant with twins. I was still working full time and going to school on Saturdays. I 
won’t go into just how uncomfortable I was sitting in a desk for 8 hours of school on a 
Saturday, 8 months pregnant with twins! They came at 36 weeks, I gave birth and went 
back to school the following Saturday, taking my newborn son with me, so I could 
breastfeed and, of course, snuggle him in a carrier! My daughter was still in the hospital 



for another week. I took turns each week taking one baby to class and then the other. It 
was really awesome!  

Anyway, obviously I finished the program and started working with children and 
families. I did a major portion of my counseling and therapy with middle school kids. 
The stories I got from these kids and their parents about the things they faced, the 
struggles they were having. Wow! The challenges of parenting, especially teens, has 
changed immensely since I was a teen! I KNEW I needed and wanted to education 
parents about what types of situations for which they would need to be prepared and 
prepare their children to make informed decisions. The most important piece, which 
has always been the case, is building and then maintaining a strong relationship. This 
means an understanding a children’s developmental stages and having solid yet 
realistic expectations at each stage and working within that framework. It’s easiest to 
set up this foundation in the early years and keep it throughout childhood. 

In the meantime, I’ve got 2 1/2 year old at home who is really pushing the boundaries. 
In school, I actually learned about a system of discipline based on rewards and 
punishments, the punishments being time outs. If you’ve listened to my episodes or 
watched any of the classes where I’ve talked about time outs or rewards and 
punishments, then you know what research shows and how I feel about them now. But 
at that time, I didn’t know and so I was putting 2 1/2 year old in time out. What a 
disaster! It was a total power struggle and of course, he wasn’t the only kid at home. I 
also had 1 year old twins! I remember basically having to sit on him to keep him in time 
out! OK, not literally but he would not stay unless I was keeping him there. It was 
exhausting for me, it seemed to escalate the conflict. After a couple of weeks of this 
fiasco I had this thought, that best case scenario was that I was doing no harm. But in 
reality, I really felt like I was damaging our relationship and my son wasn’t learning 
anything about how to behave better!  

Coming up, I share the answer I came up with and how I struggles a bit in the 
beginning. Then I get back to the listeners question on how much is enough and how 
to, mostly, walk that fine line between meeting our children’s needs and our own, after 
a word from our new sponsor RX Bars. 

*sponsor message here* 

Now back to my struggle. I’ve got a 2 1/2 year old who won’t stay in time outs unless I 
practically sit on him. I’m frustrated and it’s wearing me out. He’s getting more angry 
with me and determined to win and so we have a power struggle. I feel inefective as a 
parent and I feel like I’m damaging our relationship, the one thing that means the most 



in the world to me. The one thing I am determined to not just preserve but to make as 
strong as I can. Because if I learned anything in graduate school, I learned that it’s all 
about the relationship. That connection and love and respect can move mountains. So I 
knew this was not the answer. I knew I had to find a better way. So I told my supervisor 
at work that I wanted to study more about child development and discipline methods. 
So she supervised my research. When I first started learning about positive discipline 
and the tools and there was no “punishment” per se but that I was to rely heavily on 
positive methods, focusing on positive behavior in order to motivate more positive 
behaviors, I was feeling like I was adrift in the middle of the ocean without a paddle! 
My parents relied heavily on punishments. Here I thought I was doing so well, just 
using some time outs rather than shouting, fear, intimation, threats or spanking or other 
physical forms of punishment. But this was a really big paradigm shift for me. I like 
setting goals and having solid plans in place. When x do y result is z. That’s what I 
wanted! ha ha! But obviously my previous y when confronted with x wasn’t leading to z 
anyway. So I was committed to learning more about positive discipline. I loved 
everything I read and studied about it. I knew it was the way to build respectful 
relationships and teach and guide and mold my children into becoming the great 
human being they had the potential to be. But I knew it was going to take practice until 
it became second nature.  

So now for the question from the listener, a single mom, who is feeling like she doesn’t 
have enough to give to her kids and is wondering how much is enough? 

She asks, “Can you clue me in on the psychology of what a child needs as far as 
attention etc.?" 

Often when both of my kids are home, (ages 4 and 5) and playing or fighting ,I am 
usually in the midst of doing dishes, and making dinner. etc. and then before i know it 
its bedtime. there is a bedtime ritual, which includes me giving them a foot message, 
and asking/trying to discuss their day.then telling them how much i love them. Is that 
enough?” 

There is a long and short answer. The very short answer is, “yes, this is enough!” I will 
go into a bit of a longer answer without going too long, because that could cover 
several graduate courses in psychology and child development and way more 
information than is really necessary here. So Kids, and humans have several different 
needs, first is there physical needs, food, sleep, warmth, water. Then is the social-
emotional needs, the feeling of belonging. A large portion of this foundation, what we 
call attachment, is built in infancy. I will be doing a podcast and a class about 
attachment and attachment theory. But this is when the trust that our caretaker is there 



to fulfill our needs for food, love, keeping us dry, safe, warm and fed comes in. This is 
built to large degree in that first year. After that our job is to maintain it. When our 
children venture out to other caregivers in the world, these needs are met by more 
than one person. There is, of course, what we call the primary caregiver or caregivers, 
which is usually one or 2, depending on family structure and then secondary caregivers 
like teachers, nannys, or close family members or friends. As our kids become more 
independent in their toddler years, can get toys for themselves, can get to the potty, 
etc, these interactions that maintain attachment become a lot more about quality than 
quantity, a foot rub, a meal together, a snuggle at bedtime, reading a book together, 
even errands such as a trip to the grocery store or the bank can even be opportunities 
for bonding and connecting. 

So what this means is, no we don’t have to be at our kids beck and call when we are 
home and trying to run the household, so they can have food to eat and clothes to 
wear. Does it mean that if our kids’ fights are escalating that we need to stop what we 
are doing and step and assist them and teach them good conflict resolution skills? Yes, 
of course. But it also means that bonding time together doesn’t need to be a lot to 
make a big impact. So a little bit of focused time every day - yes, great, reading a 
book, giving a foot rub, some snuggling is plenty. My daughter is very girly and loves 
to do things like paint nails. So we do that together every so often. (I’m not girly so I 
don’t care about keeping my nails painted! If I did, we’d do it more often!) But also, to 
reiterate what I already shared, quality time it does not even have to be time where the 
sole purpose is about the kids. Running errands but still enjoying time together. My 
kids love to run errands with me. Different kids like different errands. So I’ll take one or 
two on each errand and we all have a nice time together. Also, cooking with kids. I 
know, many times it is easier and faster to just do it. But if you can spare the extra five 
minutes to let them help add ingredients or stir, those few extra minutes of prep time 
to spend the 15 minutes doing something together can be well worth it. Then when 
you can, some very special time, a trip for ice cream, or a donut and you just sit and 
talk, to bigger things like dinner can be much fewer and further between, are plenty 
and will go a long way in building and maintaining the bond and keeping 
communication open. 

So Libby, I hope this answers your question and any other parent who also has had any 
concerns about whether or not they spending enough quality time with kids. If you 
have a question about quality bonding time with our kids or any other parenting 
questions, you can send it to Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next time!
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